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The easiest way for anyone 
to invest in property

Buy shares in Rental properties.

	Mortgage-free ownership
	Passive income from rent
	Long-term capital growth

How it works
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7.5k
registered users

Launching
1st Property January 2024

1,200
properties analysed



How it works
[image: ]Browse
Our online marketplace displays our vetted properties showing detailed financial breakdowns, pictures and much more.
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Create your account, fill in some personal details and buy a piece of the properties you love.


[image: ]Receive your rent
We manage everything, including collecting payments, handling maintenance and distributing dividends to your account monthly. 



Find out more
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"The new breed of investment property financing can put real estate investing 
within reach for all types of investors."

Forbes on fractional ownership

The Benefits

[image: ]Monthly rental income
Earn rental income monthly and withdraw anytime 


[image: ]Capital appreciation
Your ownership stake appreciates in value as the property appreciates


[image: ]Empowered ownership
Vote on all key asset decisions, from repairs to rent changes 


[image: ]Hassle-free
We manage everything on your behalf







Everything at your fingertips
See how your assets are performing, how much income you're getting, vote on maintenance and much more.
 
All on your mobile.
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Join our waitlist

Sign up for our newsletter

Thank you! You’ll receive an email shortly.

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form :(
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Copyright 2023 joown ltd. All Rights Reserved. 

The investments referred to on this website are not suitable for all investors and are intended for certain categories of investors only. Joown Limited does not give financial advice to investors about the suitability of the investments. Investors should seek advice from a person who specialises in advising on illiquid real assets. Unregulated investment opportunities in complex instruments are considered high risk. Therefore, we only work with investors who are sufficiently knowledgeable and experienced in dealing with these types of investments and are classified as professional investors. Investors should ensure that they comply with the laws of their local jurisdiction before investing.



  
